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For surface waves in brimful right circular cylinders with clean interfaces and pinned contact lines,

damping rates and frequencies are measured for the six lowest frequency surface-wave modes over

a two-decade range of the inverse Reynolds number C. Asymptotic calculations that include viscous

dissipation in both Stokes boundary layers and the bulk show good agreement with measurements

for small C; the theory typically overpredicts the measured damping rates for C large. Our

measurements suggest interfacial contamination may account for a previously reported discrepancy

between theory and experiment. © 2000 American Institute of Physics. @S1070-6631~00!00702-9#

I. INTRODUCTION

The decay rate for surface waves in a container has

proven to be surprisingly difficult to predict quantitatively.

Some damping mechanisms are inherently complex: Ex-

amples include damping by free surface contamination ~a

consequence of ‘‘pouring oil on troubled waters,’’ as noted

by Aristotle, Plutarch, and Pliny the Elder1! and by contact

line motion at the lateral boundary.2 Nevertheless, even in

the case where contamination and moving contact lines are

absent, theoretical predictions, which often only include

damping due to ~oscillatory! Stokes boundary layers near the

bottom and sides of the container, can underestimate mea-

sured damping rates by as much as a factor of 4.3,4

Recent calculations by Martel et al.5 suggest predictions

may be improved dramatically by including the effects of

viscous dissipation in the bulk of the liquid layer. For a brim-

ful right circular container with a clean surface and a pinned

contact line, Martel et al. find damping rates that agree to

within 4% for five out of six modes measured in the experi-

ments of Henderson and Miles ~henceforth referred to as

HM,3!; for the sixth mode, theory underpredicts experiment

by 26%. Later calculations6,7 yield essentially the same re-

sult, leaving this discrepancy unresolved. With the availabil-

ity of only these six data points ~at a single fixed set of

parameter values! for comparison, the degree to which the

inclusion of bulk damping improves predictions for a broad

range of experimental conditions has, heretofore, remained

untested.

We report measurements of modal damping rates and

frequencies in experiments that achieve a two-decade varia-

tion in the inverse Reynolds number C ~Fig. 1!, which char-
acterizes the damping. To make connection with earlier ex-

periments, we study modes in one container that is nearly

identical in geometry and construction to that used in HM; a

second container of substantially different aspect ratio G is

also investigated. Developing an experimentally proven ap-

proach for predicting linear damping is an important step

toward building a fully self-consistent weakly nonlinear

theory for the evolution of waves in many fundamental and

practical problems involving confined liquids with free sur-

faces; examples include pattern formation and transport in

Faraday waves8,9 and oscillations in liquid bridges, a hydro-

dynamic model for float-zone refining.10

II. BACKGROUND

Experiments are conducted with right cylindrical con-

tainers filled to the brim with fluids whose kinematic viscosi-

ties v range over two orders of magnitude. An acrylic con-

tainer that closely follows the design used by HM is

constructed with depth d52.76460.005 cm and aspect ratio

G50.725. A second container, which has d51.18060.005

cm and G54.33, is fabricated with an aluminum sidewall

and acrylic bottom. Both silicone oils ~poly-
dimethylsiloxanes–Dow Corning 200® Fluids! and highly

purified water ~High Performance Liquid Chromatography

~HPLC! grade, Sigma-Aldrich, Inc.! are used in the G
50.725 container; only silicone oils are investigated in the

G54.33 container. The rim of each container is sharpened

on the inner diameter to provide a uniform, well-defined

edge to pin the contact line. For the silicone oils, the rim is

coated with a fluoropolymer ~FluoroPel™ PFC1601A, Cy-a!Electronic mail: mike.schatz@physics.gatech.edu
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tonix Corp.! to ensure a partially wetting, equilibrium condi-

tion for the static contact line at the edge; the container rim is

uncoated for HPLC water. The flatness of the liquid surface

is determined by observing the reflection of a straight edge;

the surface is flat when the reflection is undistorted near the

contact line. This method yields layers of reproducible depth,

as confirmed by independent measurement with a mechani-

cal gauge. During the runs, the temperature of the fluid is

monitored continually and measured to an accuracy of

0.1 °C. At the operating temperatures of the silicone oils, v is

measured with Cannon–Fenske Routine viscometers ~Can-
non Instrument Co.!, surface tension s is measured using

digital imaging of pendant drops,11 and density r is mea-

sured using a specific gravity cup ~Table I!. For water, v , s ,
and r are obtained from published data.12 The governing

nondimensional parameters C, G , and the Bond number B

~Fig. 1! are fully determined by specifying these properties

in conjunction with the container geometry.

Vertical vibration of the container parametrically excites

surface wave modes ~Faraday modes!, which are character-

ized by ordered pairs (mq) where m is the number of radial

nodes and q is the number of azimuthal nodes ~excluding the
node enforced by the pinned contact line!. The container is
mounted on an inductively driven linear translation stage

~linear motor!, which is vertically vibrated at approximately

twice the natural frequency of the mode under study. The

motor is driven by a bipolar power supply, which, in turn, is

under open-loop computer control via a 12-bit analog volt-

age output. Under these conditions, the container motion is

sinusoidal, as verified by measurements in separate experi-

ments using a capacitive displacement transducer. For a

properly chosen excitation amplitude, the filled container is

vibrated for 30–120 s before the initially flat oil–air inter-

face becomes unstable to waves; when the waves reach a

steady-state saturation amplitude where both m and q can be

easily verified visually, the vertical excitation is turned off

and the waves decay.

The amplitude of decaying waves is typically monitored

nonintrusively by tracking the reflection of a red diode laser

beam from the liquid–air interface. The incident beam is

normal to the initially flat interface. As a result, the reflected

beam is unaffected by changes in the liquid depth and is

deflected solely by changes in slope at the interface. A beam-

splitter directs the reflected beam to strike the surface of a

position sensing detector ~Model 1L30, On-Trak Photonics,

Inc.!, which tracks the average position of the intercepted

beam. When the interface is undisturbed, the intercepted

beam is normally incident on the center of the detector; when

the interface is in motion, the detector subtends the angle

through which the beam moves, permitting real-time mea-

surement of the interface slope. In some experiments, we

also measured the height of surface waves using a noncon-

tact capacitive probe ~Model TPC-200, Capacitec, Inc.!, in a
manner similar to that employed by HM. Both methods often

yield the same result. However, we find that for the highest

frequency modes in the G50.725 container, damping rates

measured using the capacitive probe depend somewhat on

the lateral positioning of the probe; we attribute this variation

to the coupling of the probe’s nonuniform electric field to the

laterally varying interface shape over the ;0.8 cm diam re-

gion interrogated by the probe. No such spatial dependence

is found with the laser probe, which senses a much smaller

lateral region ~;0.1 cm diam!, and, therefore, yields mea-

surements that are less sensitive to the undesired effects of

spatial averaging.

Complex demodulation13 of the surface-slope time series

yields the measured damping rates de and frequencies ve
~Fig. 2!. A time interval is selected where the surface slope

has small amplitude and decays symmetrically about the

mean position of the interface @e.g., 10 s,t,45 s in Fig.

2~a!#. The time series is repeatedly complex-demodulated

with iterative changes in the modulation frequency. The fre-

quency ve of the surface-wave mode is equal to the modu-

lation frequency that minimizes the phase change for the

time interval of interest @Fig. 2~b!#. A semilog plot of

complex-demodulated amplitude exhibits a linear behavior

over this same time interval @Fig. 2~c!#; the slope of a line
fitted to the data yields the decay rate de for the surface

waves.

Predicted damping rates d t and frequencies v t are com-
puted using the asymptotic calculation method developed by

Martel et al.5 In brief, normal mode solutions ~described by

the velocity, pressure, and surface deformation fields as well

as the damping rate and frequency! are expanded in powers

of C1/2 to order C in the linearized governing equations and

boundary conditions. An integral solvability condition5 is

used to overcome the difficulty that a contact line singularity,

which becomes stronger with increasing powers of C, often

causes perturbation calculations to fail at O(C).14 Solution

FIG. 1. Surface-wave damping is investigated in clean liquid layers with a

contact line pinned to a circular lateral boundary, as shown in a schematic

cross section of the experiment. The experimental conditions are described

by the aspect ratio G , the inverse Reynolds number C[(v/Ag(dG)3) and

the Bond number B[gr(dG)2/s with the liquid’s depth d, density r , sur-

face tension s , kinematic viscosity v and the earth’s gravitational accelera-

tion g.

TABLE I. Kinematic viscosity v surface tension s and density r for work-

ing fluids in the experiments. The last row entry corresponds to experiments

with high purity water; all other row entries correspond to experiments with

silicone oils.

Viscosity

~cm2/s!

Surface Tension s

~dyne/cm!

Density r

~g/cm3!

1.1031022 16.35 0.818

2.2231022 17.32 0.873

5.5031022 18.20 0.914

1.1131021 19.08 0.935

2.5231021 19.51 0.947

5.3331021 20.06 0.963

1.07 20.28 0.969

9.0431023 72.40 0.998
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of the resulting boundary-value problem leads to predicted

damping rates and frequencies of the form

d t5a1C
1/2

1a2C , v t5a02a1C
1/2, ~1!

where a0 is obtained from O(1) inviscid solution, a1C
1/2

describes the first approximation to viscous dissipation in the

Stokes layers, and a2C includes the effects of both viscous

dissipation in the bulk and a higher order correction to the

damping in the Stokes layers. ~At the next highest order for
both v t and d t @O(C3/2)#, the first contribution from damping

in the free surface boundary layer arises; this effect as well

as all other terms beyond O(C) are neglected.! The compu-
tation of a0 , a1 , and a2 as a function of C, B, and G corre-

sponding to our experiments follows identically the method

of computing the corresponding quantities in Eq. ~3.1! of

Ref. 5, to which we refer the interested reader for further

details.

III. RESULTS

The frequencies v t and ve typically agree to better than
1% for the 74 separate conditions investigated in our experi-

ments ~Tables II–IV!. ve is weakly dependent on C; for

example, ve for the ~20! mode decreases by 6.6% when C

increases by a factor of 100 for G54.33. This characteristic

is captured by v t @Eq. ~1!# since the inviscid term a0 domi-

nates with the viscous term a1C
1/2 accounting for a relatively

small correction, even for C large; (a1C
1/2)/a050.073 for

the ~20! mode with C52.9631023 and G54.33. @The O(C)
term for v t is identically zero.

5# The differences between ve
and v t slightly exceed 1% for some modes at the largest

values of C where measurement of frequencies is the most

difficult since only a few complete oscillations ~in some

cases, three at most! are observable before the mode com-

pletely decays.

To make direct connection to the experiments of HM,3

damping rates are measured for C,1024 for G50.725 using

FIG. 2. Measured surface-slope time series ~a!, with complex-demodulated

phase ~b!, and amplitude ~c!, for a ~0,1! mode in silicone oil with C

57.64731025 and G50.725.

TABLE II. Comparison of predictions (v t , d t) with measurements (ve ,

de) for experiments using HPLC-grade water in a container with G

50.725 and B5103.2. The ratio a1C
1/2/de indicates the relative importance

of boundary layer damping for describing the measurements.

C Mode ve v t /ve de d t /de a1C
1/2/de

6.35431025 ~10! 1.547 1.007 4.62031023 1.046 0.852

6.21531025 ~20! 2.102 1.007 7.23131023 0.984 0.693

6.21531025 ~01! 2.272 1.007 4.38031023 0.879 0.336

6.35431025 ~30! 2.591 1.008 9.77431023 0.990 0.598

TABLE III. Comparison of predictions (v t , d t) with measurements (ve ,

de) in experiments using silicone oils in a container with G50.725. The

measurements are effectively carried out at fixed B, despite differences in

physical properties as v changes for the silicone oils, ~Table I!; the small

variation of B in the range 357<B<374 has a negligible effect on the

predictions over this range of C.

C Mode ve v t /ve de d t /de a1C
1/2/de

7.64731025 ~10! 1.438 1.006 6.01731023 0.963 0.796

7.64731025 ~20! 1.899 1.006 9.03031023 0.973 0.708

7.64731025 ~01! 2.079 1.004 5.15731023 0.948 0.389

7.64731025 ~30! 2.272 1.006 1.17331022 0.996 0.635

7.64731025 ~11! 2.501 1.005 8.20331023 0.948 0.301

7.64731025 ~40! 2.609 1.006 1.55331022 0.946 0.527

1.55731024 ~10! 1.433 1.007 9.08031023 0.977 0.755

1.55731024 ~20! 1.894 1.006 1.40131022 0.998 0.653

1.55731024 ~01! 2.075 1.005 8.81531023 0.984 0.325

1.55031024 ~30! 2.268 1.005 1.96231022 0.976 0.542

1.54331024 ~11! 2.498 1.005 1.45831022 0.972 0.241

1.54331024 ~40! 2.604 1.006 2.51531022 0.984 0.464

3.83031024 ~10! 1.430 1.009 1.55331022 1.013 0.692

3.83031024 ~20! 1.889 1.009 2.53931022 1.035 0.564

3.81631024 ~01! 2.075 1.005 1.80831022 1.040 0.248

3.81631024 ~30! 2.262 1.008 3.71531022 1.017 0.449

3.81631024 ~11! 2.495 1.008 3.03331022 1.052 0.182

3.81631024 ~40! 2.596 1.010 5.01031022 1.012 0.366

7.63331024 ~10! 1.425 1.009 2.42731022 1.031 0.624

7.61931024 ~20! 1.883 1.008 4.26231022 1.029 0.473

7.59131024 ~01! 2.072 1.006 3.32131022 1.046 0.189

7.57031024 ~30! 2.252 1.009 6.29431022 1.038 0.372

7.58431024 ~11! 2.493 1.007 5.56631022 1.081 0.140

7.55631024 ~40! 2.587 1.009 8.80431022 1.028 0.292

1.73131023 ~10! 1.416 1.009 4.20131022 1.088 0.542

1.73131023 ~20! 1.870 1.010 7.51331022 1.132 0.404

1.73831023 ~01! 2.066 1.008 6.59631022 1.135 0.144

1.75931023 ~30! 2.234 1.012 1.16631021 1.130 0.305

1.75231023 ~11! 2.483 1.010 1.17031021 1.130 0.101

3.67031023 ~10! 1.405 1.011 6.80431022 1.197 0.487

3.68431023 ~20! 1.852 1.013 1.36431021 1.169 0.324

3.70531023 ~01! 2.059 1.010 1.27231021 1.193 0.109
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both HPLC grade water and silicone oil ~Tables II and III!.
Special care is taken in the water experiments to follow

closely the experimental protocols of HM, including prior

soaking of the container with the same cleaner ~Micro-90,

International Products Corp.!, enclosing the experiment in a

protective dust cover, and vacuuming the interface with a

water-driven venturi pump. Measurements of damping in

water are recorded as rapidly as possible after aspirating the

interface—typically within ;3 min. Despite these precau-

tions, we find the measured damping rate is effectively re-

producible only by the tedious process of refilling and aspi-

rating the interface prior to each run, repeated measurement

after aspiration typically yielded noticeably larger damping

rates. ~HM report reproducible measurement of de over a 3 h
period.! Under these conditions, we find de and d t agree
within 4.6% for the ~10!, ~20!, and ~30! modes ~Table II!, in
accord with HM.5,6 We also find de exceeds d t for the ~0,1!
mode; however, de is ;12% larger in our experiments vs

26% larger in HM.5 In our case, the increase of de with time
as the interface ‘‘aged’’ suggests the experiments with water

are not completely free from interfacial contamination due to

surface active agents. By contrast, aspiration and special

cleaning procedures are not used for the experiments with

silicone oil, whose low surface tension leads to an interface

that is highly insusceptible to contamination. We find de and
d t for silicone oil in the same container for values of C

similar to the water experiments agree to better than 5.4% for

all modes, including ~01! ~Table III!. No aging effects are

observed with silicone oil; de is reproducible over a several
hour period, provided the container is refilled to replace oil

lost by evaporation. The silicone oil and water runs differ

substantially in the value of B ~Tables II and III!; however,
this difference translates into a relatively small difference in

d t (;5%), when both fluids are at the same value of v .
Thus, we believe these results, as a whole, suggest interfacial

contamination in the HPLC water experiments by HM and us

may account for the discrepancy with theory for the ~01!
mode.

Damping rates from theory and experiment typically

agree to better than 7% when C,1023 with silicone oils for

both the G50.725 and G54.33 containers ~Tables III and
IV!. The agreement remains quite good even as C increases

such that the higher order bulk damping contribution a2C

becomes more than four times larger than the leading order

Stokes layer contribution a1C
1/2 @e.g., the ~01! mode at C

57.59131024 in Table III#. It is worth noting that predic-

tions for the G50.725 container well-represent the deep-

container limit; d t is virtually unchanged by taking G→0 for

all modes at all values of C studied here. By contrast, the

G54.33 container better represents the shallow-container re-

gime G@1 where the requirement that the thickness of the

Stokes layers be small compared to 1/G ensures that the bulk

contribution a2C is small for the lowest frequency modes.5

Thus, for a given value of C, the bulk contribution is typi-

cally significantly more important for describing the mea-

sured damping at G50.725 than for G54.33. For both as-

pect ratios at fixed C, the bulk damping becomes more

important as v increases; physically, the amplitude of sur-

face wave modes decay spatially as an exponential function

of the wave number moving away from the free surface to-

ward the bottom boundary. Thus, since the wave number

increases with increasing v , the Stokes layer dissipation at

the container’s bottom quickly becomes negligible and the

bulk damping dominates.

For C.1023 with both aspect ratios, d t and de differ by
as much as 20% ~Tables III and IV!. The asymptotic predic-
tions of d t should be less accurate with increasing C, requir-
ing higher order terms in Eq. ~1!, which would typically

cause d t to increase. However, we find d t at O(C) already
exceeds de by 8%–20% for 12 out of 16 measurements with

C.1023. Very recently, a similar discrepancy is reported

when comparing d t from Eq. ~1! with an ‘‘exact’’ semiana-

lytic calculation valid for arbitrary values of C.7 In particular,

for the ~01! mode at C5231023, G50.725, and B

5103.2, d t is 15% larger than the damping rate from the

exact calculation;7 this compares well with our finding that

d t is 13.5% larger than de for the ~01! mode at C51.738

TABLE IV. Comparison of predictions (v t , d t) with measurements (ve ,

de) for experiments using silicone oils in a container with G54.33. The

measurements are effectively carried out at fixed B, despite differences in

physical properties as v changes for the silicone oils, ~Table I!, since the

small variation of B in the range 1223<B<1280 has a negligible effect on

the predictions over this range of C.

C Mode ve v t /ve de d t /de a1C
1/2/de

3.04731025 ~10! 0.884 1.003 9.40231023 0.969 0.918

3.04731025 ~20! 1.413 1.007 1.19131022 0.978 0.892

3.04731025 ~01! 1.688 1.005 8.80231023 0.954 0.817

3.04731025 ~30! 1.862 1.005 1.34331022 0.967 0.837

3.04731025 ~11! 2.186 1.004 8.68331023 0.945 0.698

3.04731025 ~40! 2.245 1.003 1.42631022 0.966 0.781

6.08431025 ~10! 0.881 1.003 1.32831022 0.989 0.918

6.08431025 ~20! 1.416 1.002 1.69931022 1.003 0.883

6.08431025 ~01! 1.688 1.003 1.28831022 0.976 0.790

6.08431025 ~30! 1.865 1.001 2.01031022 0.964 0.791

6.08431025 ~11! 2.187 1.003 1.30931022 0.980 0.654

6.08431025 ~40! 2.246 1.001 2.10631022 0.998 0.747

1.52131024 ~10! 0.877 0.999 2.12731022 1.019 0.907

1.52131024 ~20! 1.410 0.999 2.82731022 1.020 0.838

1.52131023 ~01! 1.686 1.000 2.21231022 0.998 0.727

1.52431024 ~30! 1.858 0.999 3.28731022 1.032 0.765

1.52431024 ~11! 2.186 1.001 2.41931022 1.002 0.560

1.52431024 ~40! 2.239 1.000 3.69431022 1.033 0.674

3.15331024 ~10! 0.869 0.999 3.09931022 1.057 0.896

3.14131024 ~20! 1.400 1.000 4.29231022 1.041 0.794

3.13631024 ~01! 1.681 1.000 3.43231022 1.033 0.672

3.13631024 ~30! 1.849 0.999 5.10431022 1.060 0.706

3.13631024 ~11! 2.182 1.001 3.89231022 1.066 0.499

3.13531024 ~40! 2.230 1.000 5.85131022 1.076 0.609

7.03831024 ~10! 0.851 1.004 5.10531022 1.028 0.812

6.96331024 ~20! 1.378 1.004 6.98531022 1.061 0.726

6.96331024 ~01! 1.665 1.002 5.96931022 1.035 0.576

6.93831024 ~30! 1.824 1.004 8.83731022 1.058 0.606

7.03831024 ~11! 2.166 1.004 7.46231022 1.052 0.390

6.97431024 ~40! 2.205 1.004 1.06631021 1.068 0.497

1.47931023 ~10! 0.830 1.007 8.29331022 1.004 0.725

1.47931023 ~20! 1.352 1.006 1.10231021 1.122 0.671

1.48431023 ~01! 1.642 1.007 1.06531021 1.020 0.471

1.48431023 ~30! 1.788 1.010 1.45831021 1.122 0.537

1.48431023 ~11! 2.142 1.009 1.32131021 1.108 0.320

2.96031023 ~20! 1.320 1.008 1.98531021 1.028 0.527

2.96031023 ~01! 1.615 1.011 1.80931021 1.036 0.392

2.96031023 ~11! 2.114 1.014 2.47331021 1.081 0.241
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31023 at the same aspect ratio in silicone oil ~Table III!.
The contribution of systematic experimental error to these

discrepancies cannot be ruled out; measurement of de is

more difficult at higher damping since the range in time

where the log of the amplitude exhibits a well-defined slope

@Fig. 2~c!# becomes substantially smaller.
In summary, our results demonstrate that viscous dissi-

pation in both the Stokes layers and the bulk must be in-

cluded to predict quantitatively decay rate measurements of

low frequency Faraday modes over a wide range of C in

right circular cylinders. Similar good agreement is expected

for other container shapes ~e.g., rectangular!, but this conjec-
ture remains unverified. The behavior of higher frequency

modes also remains unexplored; in this regime, damping at

the free surface is expected to become more important and

can play an important role in pattern formation.8
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